EDISCOVERY

Artificial Intelligence
Applied.
Trustpoint is at the forefront of the AI revolution. We
specialize in AI enhanced workflows that address the
reality of today’s ever expanding data landscape.

AI solutions from Trustpoint.One apply to all phases of
eDiscovery. From early case assessment through document
review, our AI workflows streamline each process to make
eDiscovery more efficient and cost effective.

Early Case Assessment

Digital Forensics

Accelerate understanding through AI-driven
insights. With the latest machine learning
technologies, enhance your legal team’s
understanding of your data before review.

Trustpoint preserves, collects, investigates and
analyzes even the newest data sources with a
customized and minimally invasive approach.

Data Management
We manage, process and store client data for
review and production on best-of-breed eDiscovery
processing and review platforms.

Document Review
Trustpoint provides managed document review
augmented with Artificial Intelligence. Using a
multi-modal methodology, our workflow achieves
better results at a lower cost.

AI designed for eDiscovery.
Get there faster & understand more. AI in
eDiscovery is all about making order out of
chaos. It’s about reducing huge volumes of
data into clear, finite, and actionable items.

1. Find Key Evidence

2. Identify Custodians

3. Identify Subjects

Reveal supporting and adverse
evidence after reviewing as few as
1000 documents.

Find out who is communicating with
whom, how often, and about what. Identify
potential custodians of interest based on
actions with already identified custodians.

Our experts use NexLP’s prebuilt AI
models and active learning tools to
identify big-picture categories and
granular topics of conversations.

4. Train TAR Engine

5. Search Term Analysis

6. Document Review

With better examples and a
Continuous Active Learning TAR
method, quickly train the TAR
engine for review.

Conduct more effective search term
negotiations or challenge the completeness
of your opponent’s production with our
search term analysis.

Review documents more efficiently by
using concepts and relevance already
classified and identified by the AI
systems.

Choose us for your most
complex cases
Our clients face dynamic and evolving legal and
data landscapes. With increasing data volumes
and data sources, complying with burdensome
discovery requests can be complex. This is where
Trustpoint excels. We help clients avoid discovery
pitfalls and target the important data so they can
focus on the merits of their case.

Growing data needs AI
The exponential growth of data requires a
new approach to discovery. Data has gone
from residing in a handful of sources to
residing in a staggering number of locations.
Our expert teams and AI workflows manage
the extraction, processing and preservation
of all your data, no matter where it resides.

YESTERDAY’S DATA SOURCES

TODAY’S DATA SOURCES
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